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A B S T R A C T 

Computer security is a major challenge in the current era of ubiquitous computing and the Internet. 

The external security measures are good but not enough to secure software systems. That is why the 

internal security of software systems is of much importance and more emphasis needs to be given to 
describe internal design of software systems. Access control system is a mechanism to ensure the 

internal security of software systems. There are various access control systems which are claimed to 

provide a secure way to access the resources but in reality these systems have many loopholes and 
drawbacks. Authentication and authorization are the major key elements of access control systems. 

Authentication is a mechanism to verify unique identification of a user in the system, and authorization 

is to grant access to a user to system resources. In this paper, a new generic and simplified model of 
access control system is proposed which is based on formal methods. The formal method used in this 

access control system is Event-B; Which is a formal specification and modeling language based on set 

theory and first order logic. Authentication process ensures that which type of users are allowed to 
access the system. In authorization mechanism it is ensured that a user is granted access to a system 

resource only if he/she has access rights for that particular resource. The resulting formal models are 

analyzed and verified by using RODIN tools. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Now a day, more than half a billion people are using 

Internet all over the world which has raised various security 

issues. For example, attack from anywhere, sharing of 

information, automated infection, hostile hosts or codes, are 

few common issues. Such problems may cause damage to 

software systems. Moreover someone may mount an attack 

on an individual or on organization to corrupt the data or 

steal the information [1]. To protect the data and valuable 

information in the system, high security mechanisms are 

required. Computer security generally means software 

security which can be divided into two categories, i.e., 

external and internal securities [2]. The external security of 

software systems consists of security measures such as 

firewalls. The internal security measures ensure the secure 

design and security mechanisms integrated into the system 

design [3, 4]. Various studies reveal that security issues 

have increased with the passage of time which has raised a 

big question how to secure computer systems? Another 

problem is complication of software systems and it is 

almost impossible to develop breach free computer 

systems. This is because security needs to set up user 

accounts, passwords, access control of resources and 

building a trust among the stack holders. The software 

security was not given much importance in the past. There 

are two major reasons for ignoring the security importance. 

For software developers, security is compromised because 

of timely delivery of software to market. For users and 

administrators, security is compromised because of work to 

be done in a convenient way. On the other hand, security 

setup takes time without contributing anything to useful 

outcome. 

Access control systems provide a secure way to access 

system resources by the legitimate users of the system. 

Access control system (ACS) is a mechanism comprises of 

set of policies to restrict the access of users to computer 

resources. There are many access control systems which are 

based on rigorous and strong controls; these are described 

elsewhere [5]. The bases of an access control are 

authentication and authorization. Authentication means 

unique identification of user of a system while 

authorization ensures which resource is allowed to a 

legitimate user of a system. There is another component of 

ACS called reference monitor which acts as guard to access 

the resources. Gollmann [6] has described computer 

security as a measure to keep computer resources safe from 

unauthorized access. These measures include detection, 

protection and reaction to illegal access. Computer security 

can be classified in terms of confidentiality, integrity and 

availability. Confidentiality is the prevention of 

unauthorized discloser of data, integrity is the unauthorized 

modification of data and availability is the prevention of 

unauthorized withholding of data. There are different 

algorithms to implement access control which include 

access control matrices, capabilities and access control lists. 

An access control matrix is a table in which subjects are 
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listed along the column and objects are listed along rows. 

Here subjects represent the users and objects represent the 

resource. The intersection of each row and column holds 

the access rights for this subject and object. In capabilities 

access rights are attached to the subject. These are stored as 

part of subjects. Access control lists store the access rights 

to an object; these are stored as part of object. Although 

there exist various access control models in theory but these 

are not very successful due to their limitations and 

drawbacks. For example, Role Based Access Control 

(RBAC) model is most widely used; however, its current 

version is ambiguous and has various interpretations. Some 

other improved versions of access control models [7, 8] are 

not fully verified and are lacking of mathematical 

foundation and proof. 

A new generic and simplified formal model of access 

control in Event-B has been developed in this research. 

There are two main components of access control: 

authentication and authorization. Formal specification is 

described using contexts and machines available in 

Event-B. Contexts are used to describe static part of the 

model and machines are used to specify its dynamic part. 

Invariants define constraints on the system.  Guards define 

security properties. Pre and post conditions are also defined 

by guards. Stepwise refinement is used to develop the 

formal models of the system gradually. Events are used to 

define actual behavior of the system in terms of operations 

by adding pre and post conditions. 

The Event-B is a formal specification and modeling 

language based on set theory and first order predicate logic. 

The models developed in Event-B have been analyzed and 

verified by using Atelier B provers which are available in 

RODIN (Rigorous Open Development Environment for 

Complex Systems) tools. The RODIN tool is used for the 

specification and analysis of formal models developed in 

Event-B [9, 10]. It is to be noted that light weight formal 

methods are used because of usefulness and increasing 

understandability of the model. 

There exists a lot of work on modeling of access control 

system but only the most relevant are critically analyzed 

here. Harrisson, Ruzzo and Ullman (HRU) [11] have 

defined a security policy model that applies to subjects, 

objects and actions. These entities are required to be 

introduced and updated on regular basis. Eventually the 

security policy needs recording the permissions granted 

which increases the complexity of the model. The Role 

Based Access Control (RBAC) model is most widely used 

model. However, its current form has various limitations 

[12]. In this model, the security policy specification needs 

to be clear in terms of structure of permission. The concept 

of role hierarchy is ambiguous and has various 

interpretations. Access control is needed in situations where 

different subjects require different level of access for the 

same resource. This is done by attaching access control list 

with each subject in role-based-access control [13, 14]. A 

subject is assigned different roles and access to resources is 

granted based on the role of subject or user. In mandatory 

access control [15, 16], different levels of subjects and 

resources are created and access is granted to that subject 

who has level greater than the level of a resource. 

Authentication and authorization are major components 

of an access control system as described earlier. Bishop 

[17] has described authentication mechanism in which 

unique identification of a user of the system is determined. 

Belapurkar et al. [18] have described authorization as a 

mechanism to determine the access for users in software 

systems. The drawback of this model is to provide 

redundant information that increases the complexity of the 

model. Human resources and physical security is refined to 

implement the policies at a lower level [19]. The social 

domain of IT security is described and information is 

processed in a digital domain such that the refinement is 

done at the higher level policies [20]. The mistakes which 

may occur during refinement of higher level policies by 

external parties and insiders are addressed by Probst [21]. 

The informal description of policy alignment is presented 

elsewhere [22, 23]. The higher level policies are stated and 

specified with refinement of the system into components 

[24, 25]. A formal theoretical approach is provided for 

policy alignment with substantial practical implications in 

terms of connecting existing methods for security analysis 

[26]. There exist some authorization systems, for example, 

for multi-agent systems [27], GRID structures [28], P2P 

systems [29], federated scenarios [30] and cloud computing 

[31] for distributed environments in general. Authentication 

and authorization is usually done uniformly in distributed 

systems, for example, in the Internet. Mostly, operating 

systems, e.g., UNIX and Windows perform authentication 

and authorization at a local level. Such operating systems 

have a local database for user authentication in terms of 

passwords and a local database of authorization in the form 

of access control list. On the other side, a distributed system 

may involve systems that belong to different organizations. 

It is needed to have a uniform treatment of sharing the data 

and making decision to allow or deny the access opposite to 

local access controls. Some of the authorization systems, 

mentioned above, are based on prototyping and the others 

and do not provide any mechanism to describe hidden 

semantics under the textual models. Such procedures may 

cause inconsistencies between the semantics of the 

authorization underlying the information. An authorization 

model presented by Calero et al. [32] is based on semantic 

web-based technologies represents the underlying 

information focusing in the domain of information systems. 

Some guidelines are provided for biometrics-based client-

server architecture for authentication in e-learning 

environments for continuous user [33]. It is argued that 

security issues need to be addressed at all levels of the 

system development to ensure a secure and reliable system 

implementation [34, 35]. In another interesting work, it is 

focused on the security issues caused by unintended flows 
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of information in embedded systems [36]. In this work, 

investigation is made on the logical flows both for implicit 

and explicit flows which lay a solid foundation to 

information flow security but this work is more related to 

hardware security. 

2. Problem Formulation 

A secure system may be characterized with three titles. 

The first one is specification or policy: what is it supposed 

to do? The second one is implementation or mechanism: 

how does it do? The last one is correctness or assurance: 

does it really work? Computer users can describe 

information security policy under the headings: secrecy, 

integrity, availability and accountability [37]. Secrecy 

means to control who can get the information. Integrity is to 

control how information changes or use of resources. 

Availability provides prompt access to information or 

resources. Accountability is to keep record of users who 

have access to information or resources. 

Organizations protect their sensitive data by means of 

implementing security policies which can be defined at 

different levels of abstraction. Higher level policies provide 

the assets of the organization. Physical security and IT 

infrastructure transforms policies into implementable lower 

level policies [38]. The security policy needs to be defined 

accurately. The implementation of security is usually 

divided into two parts, i.e., code and configuration. The 

code is a program and the configuration is a mechanism in 

terms of operations that controls the program which can 

access control lists, folder structure, passwords, encryption 

keys, etc. Bad programs, agents and tapping 

communications are three main kinds of vulnerabilities 

where the task of a security implementation is to defend 

against such vulnerabilities. All these vulnerabilities are 

existed due to poor design of software systems. 

There are three types of access controls systems: 

discretionary access control system, role based access 

control systems and mandatory access control system. In 

discretionary access control, access is granted to a user 

based on the privileges and access level for the same 

resource. It allows users to access only those components of 

the resource for which access is granted. Its implementation 

is an access control list (ACL), and to implement this type 

of access, ACL is attached with each user. In role based 

access control, roles are defined for users of the system. 

Access to the system resources is granted to these roles, not 

to users directly. To define role based access control, a list 

of roles along with a list of mappings from roles to users is 

defined. In mandatory access control, access level of users 

and resources is defined. Access to system resources is 

granted based on these levels. If the access level of a user of 

the system is higher as compared to the access level of 

system resources then access is granted. There are various 

application-based access control systems ranging from 

information systems to high security domains. 

The proposed generic model for access control is shown in 

Fig. 1, which provides a framework for implementing this 

model. In contrast to other access control systems such as 

role-based access control system, discretionary access 

control system and mandatory access control system, this 

access control system is based on the use of formal methods 

at the design level. Formal methods are advanced rigorous 

techniques for constructing correct software system. Many 

critical software systems have been developed by using 

formal methods. In this access control system formal 

models of security properties: authentication and 

authorization are specified using Event-B. The resulting 

formal models are then verified by using RODIN tools. 

These verified models are correct and more secure as 

compared to other models as cited above. In this system, 

guards control access of requests from user to use resources 

with security. The information is usually encapsulated in 

objects. Based on the predefined mechanism, the guards 

decide whether the source is allowed to perform any 

operation on the object or not. The decision is made based 

on two kinds of information, namely, authentication and 

authorization. 

 

Fig. 1:    Proposed access control model. 

The authentication information is needed for the 

principal who mades the request. The authorization 

information is used to verify who is allowed to perform 

operations on the object. Authentication and authorization 

can be defined by the following questions: 

 Authentication is done by answering the question “who 

has requested access to system?” The requesting 

people are called principals may be a person, groups, 

machines or programs. 

 Authorization can be provided after answering the 

question “who is authorized to perform which kind of 

operations on a particular object?” 

Access control mechanism determines the access of a 

subject who has proper access rights to a resource. The 

subject may be a user, process acting on behalf of user or 

some other entity. The resource may be any document, a 

file, an entity or a hardware component. The access may be 

read, write, append, execute or delete rights. 

In this article, formal specification and analysis of 

generic model independent of any system for authentication 

and authorization is provided by using formal specification 

language Event-B and RODIN tools [39]. Authentication 
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process ensures that a user is allowed to access the system. 

During authentication process the credentials provided by 

the user are matched against the credentials already stored 

in the system. If the credentials match, the user is 

authenticated otherwise refused and no access is provided 

to the system resources. A user is granted access to a 

system resource only if he has access rights for that 

particular resource. If a user does not have access rights for 

a particular resource, access to that resource is denied. 

Access is granted to a user depending upon the policy 

already defined for the users. 

3. Formal Methods 

Clarke and Wilson [1] and Bowen et al. [40] have 

defined formal methods as set of techniques and tools based 

on mathematical logic, symbols, notations, and formulas to 

specify design and analyse software as well as hardware 

systems. Formal methods help developers to design 

software systems in a precise way without ambiguities by 

using formal specification languages [41]. The resulting 

models can be analysed by using theorem provers and 

model checkers [42]. Further, these models of software 

systems can be verified and validated at the design level 

before implementation. In this way, formal methods help to 

check and analyse the desired behaviour of software 

systems without implementing these in a programming 

language [43]. Many real world software systems have been 

successfully designed, verified and validated [44]. Formal 

methods have been used successfully in complex systems 

ranging from medical systems, air traffic control systems 

[45, 46], space shuttle systems, weapon control systems, 

railways systems to computer hardware systems. Formal 

methods are very useful in the areas where exhaustive 

testing of properties is not possible. The formal models 

produced in this way are analysed at the design level 

without implementing these in a programming language. 

Event-B is a formal modeling and specification 

language based on set theory developed by Abrial [9]. It is 

a state based language which is built on B method. There 

are two types of components in Event-B models: contexts 

and machines.  

 

Fig. 2:    Machines and Contexts [9]. 

Contexts define the static properties and machines 

define dynamic properties of its models. A context consists 

of carrier sets, constants, axioms and extended contexts. 

Carrier sets are used to define new data types. These are 

independent with in a context and are non-empty. Constants 

are declared in constants section of a context and their type 

is defined by axioms in the axiom section of a context. A 

machine can see a context to access data from the context 

as shown in Fig. 2. An axiom is a predicate and used to 

define types of carrier sets and constants. It is also used to 

define additional constraints on carrier sets. Axioms define 

theorems in the system. A context can extend another 

context. All the carrier sets, constants and axioms of other 

contexts are accessible in the extending context. Machines 

define dynamic properties of a system in Event-B. A 

machine can see contexts. All the sets, constants and 

axioms declared and defined in a context are accessible in 

machine. A machine consists of three elements: variables, 

invariants and events. Variables represent the state of the 

system and are declared in the carrier sets of a machine. 

The invariants are used to define the type of variables, 

constraints on the variables and other properties. Events 

define the actual behavior of the system in terms of 

operations. The state of the system changes due to 

execution of events in the machine. 

 

Fig. 3:    Refinement in Event-B [9]. 

The variables in the machine represent the state of the 

machine. The elements of events include names, 

parameters, guards and actions. Names represent the names 

of events. Parameters are used to declare local variables to 

be used in the event. Guards are the conditions that must 

always be true. Actions are the results of event execution. 

Actions determine the values of variables of a machine. 

There is special event in every machine of Event-B model. 

This is called the initialization event. There are no 

parameters, guards and actions in this event. This event is 

only used to initialize state variables of a machine. The 

most significant feature of Event-B is concept of refinement 

as shown in Fig. 3. For a successful model in Event-B, a 

machine must be consistent which means all the invariants 

defined in a machine must be preserved all the time and if a 

machine refines another machine, it must be consistent with 

that machine. 

4. Formal Specification of Access Control System 

Formal model of access control system is developed 

using Event-B in this section and then refined by adding the 

authentication and authorization properties. 

4.1 Initial Model 

The model consists of static and dynamic aspects of the 

system. The static model is defined in data context which 

has four carrier sets, i.e., USER, CREDENTIAL, 

RESOURCE and ACTION. The USER denotes the set of 

all possible users. The CREDENTIAL specifies the set of 
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all possible credentials for the users. The RESOURCE 

represents the set of all possible resources. Finally, the 

ACTION denotes the set of all possible actions. In Event-B, 

axioms define the constraints on the carrier sets and 

constants defined in the contexts. There are four axioms 

defined on the carrier sets in the context data as given 

below. 

           

These axioms ensure that all the carrier sets, USER, 

CREDENTIAL, RESOURCE and ACTION, are finite 

because Event-B handles only finite sets. In dynamic 

model, machines define the behavior of the system. So, two 

machines have been developed to model the dynamic 

properties of the system. The machine InitialModel defines 

the basic operations of the system. The other machine 

SecurityPropertiesModel consists of authentication and 

authorization. The machine InitialModel sees the context 

data which means that all carrier sets, constants and axioms 

defined in the context data are accessible by this machine. 

This machine InitialMode defines variables for the users 

of the system, resources defined in the system, actions that 

are allowed on the system resources, the users that are 

registered in the system and the access control list. The 

values of these variables can change when events defined 

on these variables are executed. Invariants define 

constraints on the variables of a machine InitialModel. The 

types of the variables and other constraints are defined by 

invariants. 

 

 

 

In the initialization event, variables are assigned initial 

values. All the variables are initialized to empty sets which 

ensure that at least one system state exists. The events 

Add_User, Add_Resource, Add_Action and 

Add_Allowable_Actions of InitialModel add a new user, 

new resource, new action and assign allowable actions to 

system resources, respectively. The safety guards define 

type and ensure other constraints on these values in the 

system. 

        

   

Event: Add_Allowable_Actions 

any a r 

where 

  grd1: r∈ resources   

  grd2: a∈ℙ(ACTION) 

  a_is_in_actions: a ⊆ actions 

  r_not_in_domain: r∉ dom(allowable_actions) 

  a_not_in_range: a∉ ran(allowable_actions) 

then 

  act1: allowable_actions ≔ allowable_actions ∪ {r↦a} 

end 

Event: Add_Action 

any a 

where 

   grd1: a∈ ACTION 

   grd2: a∉ actions 

then 

   act1: actions ≔ actions ∪ {a} 

end 

Event: Add_Resource 

any r 

where 

   grd1: r∈RESOURCE 

   grd2: r∉ resources 

then 

   act1: resources ≔ resources ∪ {r} 

end 

Event: Add_User 

any u 

where 

   grd1: u∈USER 

   grd2: u∉ users 

then 

   act1: users ≔ users ∪ {u} 

end 

Event: Initialisation 

begin 

users ≔∅ 

resources ≔∅ 

actions ≔∅ 

allowable_actions ≔∅ 

registered_users ≔∅ 

access_control_list ≔∅ 

end 

Sees:   InitialModel sees Data 

Invariants: 

users ∈ℙ(USER) 

resources ∈ℙ(RESOURCE) 

actions ∈ℙ(ACTION) 

allowable_actions ∈RESOURCE⇸ℙ(ACTION) 

registered_users ∈USER⤔ℙ(CREDENTIAL) 

access_control_list ∈USER⇸ (RESOURCE⇸ℙ(ACTION)) 

Variables:    

users, resources, actions, 
allowable_actions, 

registered_users, 

access_control_list 

 
axioms: 

finite (USER) 

finite (CREDENTIAL) 

finite (RESOURCE) 

finite (ACTION) 

Carrier Sets: USER, 
CREDENTIAL, 

RESOURCE, ACTION 
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The events Add_Registered_User and 

Add_Access_Control_List, register users in the system that 

are already recognized by the system and grant access to 

these registered users to resources along with actions 

assigned to these resources. The safety guards ensure types 

and other constraints on these users, resources and actions 

defined. 

 

 

The events Remove_Access_Control_List, 

Remove_Registered_User and Remove-User, remove users 

from the access control list, registered users and users from 

the system, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

The events Remove_Allowable_Actions and 

Remove_Resource, remove allowable actions assigned to a 

resource and resources from the system.  

 

 

 

 

Event: Remove_Resource 

any r 

where 

   grd1: r∈ resources 

   r_is_in_domain: r∈     

         dom(allowable_actions) 

   r_not_in_ACL: {r↦  

         allowable_actions(r)} ∉   

         ran(access_control_list) 

then 

   act1: resources ≔ resources ∖ {r} 

   act2: allowable_actions ≔   

         allowable_actions ∖ {r↦  

         allowable_actions(r)} 

end 

Event: Remove_Allowable_Actions 

any r a 

where 

   grd1: r∈ resources 

   grd2: a⊆ actions 

   grd3: (r↦a) ∈ allowable_actions 

   grd4: {r↦a}  ∉ ran(access_control_list) 

then 

   act1: allowable_actions ≔  

         allowable_actions ∖ {r↦a} 

end 

Event: Remove_User 

any u 

where 

  grd1: u∈ users 

  grd2: u∉ dom(registered_users) 

  grd3: u∉ dom(access_control_list) 

then 

  act1: users ≔ users ∖ {u} 

end 

 

 

 

Event: Remove_Registered_User 

any u 

where 

  grd1: u∈ users 

  grd2: u∈ dom(registered_users) 

  grd3: u∉ dom(access_control_list) 

then 

  act1: registered_users ≔ registered_users ∖{u↦ registered_users(u)} 

end 

Event: Remove_Access_Control_List 

any u a r 

where 

  grd1: u∈ users 

  grd2: u∈ dom(registered_users) 

  grd3: r∈ resources 

  grd4: r∈ dom(allowable_actions) 

  grd5: a∈ℙ(ACTION) 

  grd6: a⊆ allowable_actions(r) 

  grd7: r∈ dom(allowable_actions) 

  grd8: u∈ dom(access_control_list) 

 

then 

  act1: access_control_list ≔ 

access_control_list ∖ {u↦ {r↦a}} 

end 

Event: Add_Access_Control_List 

any u a r 

where 

  grd1: u∈ users 

  grd2: u∈ dom(registered_users)   

  grd3: r∈ resources 

  grd4: r∈ dom(allowable_actions) 

  grd5: a∈ ℙ(ACTION) 

  grd6: a⊆ allowable_actions(r) 

  grd7: r∈ dom(allowable_actions) 

  grd8: u∉ dom(access_control_list) 

then 

  act1: access_control_list ≔ access_control_list ∪ {u↦ {r↦a}} 

end 

Event: Add_Registered_User 

any u crdls 

where 

  grd1: u∈ users 

  grd2: crdls∈ℙ(CREDENTIAL) 

  grd3: u∉ dom(registered_users) 

  grd4: crdls∉    

        ran(registered_users) 

then 

  act1:registered_users≔   

  registered_users ∪ {u↦crdls} 

end 
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The event Remove_Actions removes actions from the 

system. The safety guards ensure constraints on the values 

of actions and resources. 

 

The Initial Model has been completed now. All the 

basic features of this access control system have been 

completed. All the operations such as addition of a user, 

addition of resource and addition of actions for resources 

have been completed. Also, the operations such as removal 

of users, removal of resource and removal of action have 

been completed. 

4.2 Model Refinement 

Every machine in Event-B can refine other abstract 

machines. All the data of the machines being refined is 

accessible in the refining machine. The refining machine 

can add more details in the model. In this way models are 

developed gradually in layers. In the Initial Model machine, 

the basic functionality and operations of access control 

system have been described. The machine Security 

Properties Model refines Initial Model machine and adds 

authentication and authorization properties through 

refinement. This machine sees the context Data which 

means all the carrier sets, constants and axioms are 

accessible in this machine. This machine defines new 

variables for authenticated users and authorized users. The 

variables represent state of the system and are initialized to 

as empty sets and to ensure that at least one system state 

exists. Invariants define constraints on the system and 

properties that must remain true during the operations. 

These invariants define the types of the variables declared 

in this machine. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The event Adding_Authenticated_User, authenticates 

the users who are registered users in the system. The safety 

guards ensure constraints on these values in the system. The 

event Adding_Authorized_Users, authorize a user who is 

already authenticated in system and assign access to various 

resources available in the system. 

 

 

The event Remove_Authenticated_User, removes 

authenticated users from the system. Safety guards ensure 

that the user to be removed is registered and authenticated 

user and is not an authorized user.  

Event: Adding_Authorised_Users 

any u r a 

where 

  grd1: u∈ users 

  grd2: u∈ dom(registered_users) 

  grd3: u∈ dom(authenticated_users) 

  grd5: r∈ resources 

  grd6: a∈ℙ(ACTION) 

  grd7: (r↦a) ∈ allowable_actions 

  grd8: (u↦ {r↦a})∈access_control_list 

  grd9: u∉ dom(authorized_users) 

then 

  act1: authorized_users ≔ authorized_users ∪ {u↦r} 

end 

Event: Adding_Authenticated_User  

any u crdls 

where 

  grd1: u∈ users 

  grd2: crdls∈ℙ(CREDENTIAL) 

  grd3: u∈ dom(registered_users) 

  grd4: u∉ dom(authenticated_users) 

  grd5: crdls∉ran(authenticated_users) 

then 

  act1: authenticated_users ≔ authenticated_users ∪ {u↦crdls} 

end 

Event: Initialisation 

begin 

authenticated_users ≔∅ 

authorized_users ≔∅ 

end 

Sees: 

SecurityPropertieslModel sees Data 

Refines: 

SecurityPropertiesModel refines InitialModel 

Invariants:  

authenticated_users ∈USER⤔ℙ(CREDENTIAL) 

authorized_users ∈USER⤔ℙ(CREDENTIAL) 

Variables: 

Authenticated_users, 

authorized_users,  

Event: Remove_Actions    

any a r 

where 

   grd1: r∈ resources 

   grd3: a⊆ actions 

   r_not_in_domain: a∉ ran(allowable_actions) 

   a_not_in_ACL:  {r↦a}  ∉ ran(access_control_list) 

then 

      act1: actions ≔ actions ∖a 

end 
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The machine Security Properties Model, defines 

authentication property and authorization property through 

refinement. These properties are the essence of this 

proposed access control system.  

5. Formal Verification 

Describing even specification using formal languages 

does not provide confidence about complete correctness of 

a system. It requires validation and verification of the 

system for surety. Formal analysis of the access control in 

this regard is provided by using various available facilities 

of RODIN.  

5.1 RODIN Tool 

RODIN is a tool used for formal modeling and 

developing software systems in Event-B. The graphical 

user interface of RODIN platform consists of two parts: 

modeling perspective and proving perspective. The purpose 

of modeling perspective is writing and analyzing Event-B 

specifications. There are three main sections in it: Event-B 

explorer, editor and problem view. The explorer shows all 

the projects, contexts and machines in the projects. The 

editor is used to write formal specifications of models and 

problem view, displays errors in the specification. The 

proving perspective generates formal proofs and discharge 

proof obligations of the models. It comprise of five main 

sections. The first one, proof tree section, represents all the 

steps carried out to complete the proof. The second section 

shows the invariant or event for which proof obligation is 

generated. The third section describes the goal to be proved. 

The fourth one proof control section highlights different 

provers available to be applied for generating proofs and 

discharging proof obligations. These provers are the Atelier 

B provers. Event-B explorer expresses all the machines and 

contexts. The RODIN tool consists of three components: 

static checker, proof obligation generator and proof 

obligation manager. The static checker is responsible for 

checking syntax and typing errors in the models. The proof 

obligation generator is responsible for generating proof 

obligations. The proof obligation manager is responsible for 

the management of proof obligations and related proofs. 

The tasks such as proof status, generation of proof rules and 

construction of proof trees are performed by the proof 

obligation manager. For the generation of proof rules, the 

proof obligations manager makes use of reasoners. RODIN 

is an open source platform and is extensible. Many plugins 

are available for RODIN platform such as ProB, ProR, 

Brama, AnimB, UML-B and Camile editor. 

6.2 Verification Mechanism 

Formal models of access control system, designed here, 

consist of one context and two machines. The context of the 

model includes data and the machines including 

InitialModel and SecurityPropertiesModel. In this section, 

verification of these models is presented. If all of the proof 

obligations are discharged then the resulting models are 

verified as shown in Fig. 4. In RODIN, provers run 

automatically when a specification in Event-B is saved and 

all the associated proof obligations are discharged. But 

some of the proof obligations are not discharged 

automatically. To discharge these proof obligations and 

verify the formal models, provers are run by the user and 

different tactics are applied. 

 

Fig. 4:    Verification of formal models. 

Fig. 5 shows snapshot of the verification of the static 

models of the system. In Event-B explorer window, proof 

obligations of the context are turned green which means 

that the model of this context is consistent and there is no 

voilation of any axiom defined in it. 

Event: Remove_Authorised_User 

any u r a 

where 

  grd1: u∈ users 

  grd2: u∈ dom(registered_users) 

  grd3: u∈ dom(authenticated_users) 

  grd5: r∈ resources 

  grd6: a∈ℙ(ACTION) 

  grd7: (r↦a) ∈ allowable_actions 

  grd8: (u↦{r↦a})∈ access_control_list 

  grd9: (u↦{r↦a})∈ authorized_users 

then 

  act1: authorized_users ≔   

  authorized_users 

      ∖ {u↦ {r↦a}} 

end 

Event: Remove_Authenticated_User 

any u 

where 

  grd1: u∈ users 

  grd2: u∈ dom(registered_users) 

  grd3: u∈ dom(authenticated_users) 

  grd4: u∉ dom(authorized_users) 

then 

  act1: authenticated_users ≔  

  authenticated_users ∖ {u↦  

  authenticated_users(u)} 

end 
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Fig. 5:    Formal verification of static model. 

The dynamic model of the access control system 

consists of machines: InitialModel and SecurityProperties 

Model. Each of these machines contains invariants, events 

and guards within events. Verification of these constructs 

means that there is no proof obligation associated with 

these constructs. Fig. 6 shows snapshop of the verification 

of the initial model. In this figure, the proof obligations 

associated with the invariants, events and guards are green 

which means all the proof obligations are discharged 

successfully and the model is consistent and verified. In 

verification of SecurityPropertiesModel, the associated 

proof are done and there is no proof obligation remains 

undischarged and the model of this machine has been found 

consistent. 

7. Conclusion 

A new generic simplified formal model of access 

control independent of any system has been presented. 

Event-B is a formal specification and modeling language 

used for the modeling of this security critical system 

underhand. The layer-wise approach has been used to 

develop the model by refinement. In the first layer, static 

model of the access control system is developed. Then 

dynamic model of the system is described based on the 

static model. This dynamic model is refined by integrating 

authentication and authorization security properties. The 

invariants and constraints on the critical information are 

used to define the security properties in static part of the 

model. Further the security is ensured by defining pre and 

post conditions on the operations describing behavior of the 

system. These conditions are implemented through guards 

by predefined procedures which decide whether the source 

is allowed to perform any operation on the object or not. 

Finally, the model is verified using various facilities of 

RODIN tools where Atelier B Provers has been utilized as 

plugin. The results verify the both static and dynamic 

models successfully. The model can be applied to real 

scenarios for its evaluation in future. 
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Fig. 6:    Formal Verification of Initial Model 
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